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Abstract.

A particularly favorable radial lineup between spacecraftin Earth

orbit and Pioneers10 and 11 (near the eclipticplane at •5.5 AU and •4.5 AU,
respectively)occurredin mid-1974,when the solarcoronawas in a stableand
well-definedwarped-dipoleconfiguration.The radial alignmentstudy reported here

differsfrom previousapplicationsof the techniquein two respects:(1) It is the
first time a two-dimensional
(2-D) MHD modelhasbeentestedoversucha lengthy
propagationinterval; the 2-D capability is crucial for treatment of the nonradial

shearingmotionsoccurringacrossthe streaminterface.(2) The three-dimensional
(3-D) structureobservedin the white light coronaat that time is related to
the systematic-patternsof nonradial flow deflectionsappearing at the Pioneer

corotatinginteractionregion(CIR) fronts. Comparisonof predictedand observed
flows for pairs of streamsin two successiverotations revealsthat when the parent
coronal hole projects far acrossthe solar equator in a predominantly north-south

orientation(i.e., nearestthe 2-D idealization),the mappingis accuratedownto
details of the flow structures. But where the spacecrafttracks along a latitudinal
boundary of a hole or the associatedstream front is inclined at a shallowangle to
the equator, the numericalprojectionsdeviate systematicallyfrom the observations.
Among the sourcesof error are 3-D dynamicalinteractionsneglectedin the model,
differentialrotation effects,and slowtemporal evolutionof the coronalstructures. A
characteristicpattern of north-south and east-westdeflectionsindicative of the 3-D
geometry appears acrossthe CIRs, but these patterns evidently reflect primarily
the local, as opposedto global, orientation of the 3-D stream fronts. Suchpatterns
appear commonin CIRs observedby Pioneer during this period. These findings
thus hold specialrelevancefor the analysisof Ulyssesobservations,sincethe present
coronal configurationis similar to that of 1974.
Introduction

A particularly propitious constellationof spacecraft
occurred in mid-1974, when the Pioneer 10 and 11

(P10, Pll) wereseparatedby onlya few deRadial alignmentstests have long been used to in- spacecraft
vestigatethe accuracyand scopeof applicability of var- greesin hellographiclatitude A and longitudeœwhile
ious models of large-scalesolar wind flow. The basis spacedroughly i AU apart in heliocentricdistance, r.
of the test is that the spacecraftfarther out from the For test purposes,the value of this period is greatly en(DOY) 200Sun samplesthe samematerial observedearlier by the hancedby the fact that aroundday-of-year
nearer spacecraft, but in a dynamically evolved state 250 in 1974 the Earth was also well lined up with the

that is relativelyfree of complicationsand ambiguities Pioneerspacecraft(angularseparationasseenfrom the
for the Pioneers
of interpretation usuallyintroducedby latitudinal vari- Sun, • 10ø), and that data coverage
and IMP satellites during this time was unusually comations and secularchangesin sourceconditions.
plete. Moreover, the alignment took place very near
solar minimum, when the solar corona is in its most
stable and simply structured state, which corresponds
1Also at SpaceEnvironmentLaboratory,National Oceanic best to the assumptionsbuilt into models of corotating
and A•mospheric Administration, Boulder, Colorado
flow structure. For all thesesreasons,the flows of this
time period have figured in a number of papers aimed
Copyright 1995 by the American Geophysical Union.
at probing variousaspectsof interplanetary dynamics
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[e.g.,Burlagaet al. 1990;$iscoeand Intriligator, 1993,
1994].
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Given the numerous instances of dynamical radial

mappingstudiesalreadypublished[e.g., Goslinget at.
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AU, respectively,over the courseof two solarrotations.
Two largestreams,onerelativelynarrow,steep-fronted

1976; Dryer et at. 1978; Smith et at. 1981; Whaag aad and fast (A), the othermorebroad,roundedin profile,
Burtaga,1985, 1986],further applicationof the method and somewhatslowerat 1 AU (B), recurin eachdata
may appear marginal. This paper differsfrom previous set. (Subscripted
symbolsAx, A2, refer to successive
studies in two ways:
recurrences.)
Considerable
evolutionbetweenIMP and
1. This is the first time that a two-dimensional
(2- Pll, P10 is evident, with stream A being more eroded
D) MHD modelhas been usedto propagatethe solu- than stream B by dynamical interactionsin transit to
tions over a baselineas long as 3.5-4.5 AU (the only the Pioneer spacecraft. Forward/reverseshockpairs
other 2-D mapping[Burtagaet at., 1985]spanned• 1 have formed in each case, and the profiles of the other
thermodynamicand
AU); all other studieshaveemployedone-dimensionalflow parameters(flow deflections,
magnetic
quantities,
shown
later)
undergomore than
(l-D) HD or MHD models. Neglectof the nonradial
flow is especially debilitating for simulations at helio- enoughevolutionto providesuitablecriteriafor the racentric distances r • 5-10 AU, where the stream front dial alignmenttest. (IMP plasmaand field parameters
interaction is primarily a shear flow, often with strong for this period may be viewed in Figure 5 of Burlaga et
components
in both transversedirections[Pizzo,1991]. at. [1990];seetheir streamsC and D.)
A 1-D (radialinteractiononly)modelwill thusoverestimate greatly the compressionin a corotatinginteraction

Model

region(CIR) and canleadto spuriousshockformation
in the vicinity of the stream interface, by virtue of the

The numerical

MHD

model is the same as the one

strongspeedgradientsoccurringthere. (The "extra" usedin a previousradial alignmentstudy [Burlagaet
shockpair at the leading edge of the 1-D CIR simulaal., 1985],a 2-D versionof the 3-D globalmodelthortion in Figure6 of Gostiaget al. [1976]and the similar oughlydescribedby Pizzo, [1982]. The essentials
are
structuresappearingin Figure4 of Whaagaad Burlaga
that IMP hourly averagesof five bulk flow parame[1985]are goodexamplesof this phenomenon.)
ters [the radial and azimuthal(east-west)components
2. The results of the simulations
are related to the
of velocity,Vr, V•; the protonnumberdensity,n; the
three-dimensional
(3-D) topologyof the streamstrucgas pressure,P (taken as P = 2nkT, wherek is the
ture via white light observationsof the coronalconfiguBoltzmann constant and T is the observedion temperration and by analysisof the nonradial flow deflections
associated

with the CIRs.

ature); and the radial magneticfield, Br (computed

from the observedfield intensity, B, and l/r, V•, by
Additionally, sincethe coronal configurationin 1974
arefedintothemodel
•as not unlike that being encounteredin the Ulysses meansof the frozen-incondition)]
at
I
AU
and
integrated
outward
by meansof the 2-D
primary mission,reconsiderationof the near-eclipticPiMHD
equations
expressing
conservation
of mass,total
oneerobservationsfrom a global perspectiveprovidesa
usefulcomplementto the current high-latitudesurvey.
Data
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The interplanetary input data consistof hourly averagesof plasmaand magneticfield data collectedby
the Earth-orbiting IMP spacecraft,obtainedfrom the
NationalSpaceScience
Data Center(NSSDC).Several
important gaps in the NSSDC plasma data set were
bridgedwith unpublishedobservations
takenby the Los
Alamos National Laboratory experimentsaboard IMP
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by the Ames ResearchCenter plasmaanalyzerand Jet
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also in hourly average form. Vector

data weretransformed
to the hellographic
(Carrington)
coordinatesystemto facilitate comparison
with the sim-

$00

180

ulations. Mauna Loa Solar Observatory K coroname-

ter maps serveas an indicator of the globalsolar wind
structurefor the two Carringtonrotations(1617 and
1618)of interest.
A steady,well-definedstreamstructurecharacteristic
of solar wind in the ecliptic near solarminimum is depicted in Figure1. Here the solid line represents1-AU
IMP measurementsof solar wind speed,while the dots
show the P10 and Pll

observations at ,.,5.6 and ,.,4.5

,
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Figure 1. Two full rotations'worth of solarwind speed
data from IMP and Pioneer10 and 11 spacecraftduring
the latter

half of 1974.

The

Pioneer

data

have been

shifted by the indicated number of days to line up the
plots. Stream A comesfrom the northern hemisphere

of the Sun,andstreamB from the south(seeFigure3).
The two apparitions of the stream pair correspondto
Carrington rotations 1617 and 1618.
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energy, momentum, and magnetic flux. The internal
energy is describedby a polytropic law, with the index ? = 1.5. This value is taken becauseit matches
the entropy variations for thesestreamsbetter than the

OF SOLAR WIND STREAMS

tropic descriptionand the single-fluidformulationlower
our expectationsfor the thermodynamiccomparison.In
addition, absoluteinstrumental calibrationsin n and T
among the various spacecraftare difficult to reconcile

usual 5/3 value [Siscoeand Intriligator, 1994], and it fully [e.g., King, 1977],contributingfurther to unceris consistentwith the empirical mean solar wind value tainties in the radial mapping test.

[Tottenet al., 1995];using? = 5/3 doesnot changethe
results appreciably. The thermodynamic treatment is Carrington Rotation 1618
limited by the lack of thermal electrondata for compariFigure3 presentsthe resultsof the simulationfor the
son and by the use of the single-fluidformulation in the

simulation. Residualdata gaps(nonesignificant)are followingCarpingtonrotation(CR) in theformatof Figfilled in with linear interpolation. The hourly cadence
of data correspondsto an angular resolutionof ~0.55 o
in œ.A second-orderfiltering algorithm is used to keep
the shocksnumerically manageable,but the large-scale
results reported here are not sensitiveto this artifice.

Computational Results
The IMP input flow conditionsare propagatedout to
the positionsof the Pioneer spacecraft,for comparison
with the observed data.

Results for each solar rotation

are discussedseparatelybelow.

Carpington Rotation 1617
The two halves of Figure2 show the predictionsof

the simulation(line) overlaidon the observedPioneer
spacecraftdata (dots). Both data stringsare carefully
registeredto Carpingtonlongitudeto facilitate comparison of arrival times, in addition to overall waveform.

The left half of the figure depicts the outcome at Pll

(r - 4.33AU), andthe righthalfat P10 (r- 5.66AU).

ure 2. By this time, Pll had moved out to r ~ 4.56
AU, and P10 to r ~ 5.79 AU. Although the alignment

with Earth was slightly better during CR1618 than in
CR1617 and the input profiles look superficially the
same, the comparisonwith the observationsshows a
dramatic reversalin "goodnessof fit." That is, stream
A2 now exhibits major discrepancieswith the observations, whereas the profiles for stream B2 match much
more closely.Although the flow variationsabout the interfaceof streamA2 (the regionmarkedby the strong
east-westflow shift) are reasonablywell modeled,this
CIR appearsgrosslyovercompressed
and overexpanded,
with the shockstrengthsand parameterjumps at the
borders of the structure being greatly overestimated.
Indeed, all the thermodynamic and magnetic parameters are unduly elevated throughout the body of the
CIR; the error is so large and pervasivethat it cannot
be dismissedas a local inaccuracyat the shockfronts.
The fit to stream B2, on the other hand, is much
better. Although there is a noticeable translation of
the simulated stream to the left, the overall waveform
of the variations showsgood correspondencewith the
observations. The speed profile at Pll is less evolved
than in CR 1617: it is steepenedbut not saw-toothed,
and while a reverseshock is clearly identifiable in the

From the top, the individual panels present the flow
speed, the east-west flow deflection, the north-south
flow deflection,the number density,the ion (singlefluid) temperature,the magneticfield intensity,the to- data, a forward shock is not. Both observation and
tal pressure(gasplus magnetic),and the argumentof simulation agree that the reverseshockbecomesquite
theentropy
(- T/nV-•). (Thereisnomodelpredictionprominent at P 10, while the forward shockis still in the
for e, the north-south flow deflection, but we shall refer processof forming.
It is worth stressingthat the problemwith stream A•
backto theseobservations
later.)
The most obviousproperty of both plots is that while is not due to data gapsor the method usedto fill them.
the simulation predicts two streamsof the appropriate A major(~1 day) gapin B occurringnearthe frontof
amplitude and breadth, stream A• matchesthe obser- the streamwastreatedin severaldifferentways(linear
vations down to fine details, whereasthe appearance interpolation,setting the missingdata points to mean
of stream B• is delayed significantly in the simulation values,andsoon), all with little influenceon the result.

fillinga gapin V• in the NSSDCdatasetwith
(i.e., it is shiftedto the right with respectto the ob- Likewise,
servedstream) and the parametervariationsgenerally IMP 7 observationsproducedminimal changein the
deviate further from the observedprofiles. The corre- predicted flow profiles. Hence the sourceof the error
spondencefor the nearer Pll is understandablybetter doesnot lie in the details of the calculation,but rather
than that for the more distant P10, but the discrepancy stemsfrom a major breakdownin the assumptions.
with stream B• is substantial.

This latter point is underscoredby the fact that becausethe flow is highly superalfvenic,the dynamicsare
strongly momentum dominated; on this basis alone we
expect to model flow speedsmore accuratelythan thermodynamics. Indeed, we here find the prediction for
stream A• at Pll is good to about a half degreein
longitude,comparableto the resolutionof the computational mesh. On the other hand, the use of the poly-

Relation

to Coronal

Structure

The two most questionableassumptionsunderlying
the simulationconcernthe geometryand temporal variation. Although it would be easy to ascribethe errant
predictionsfor B• and A2 to nonstationarity,the data
are sufficientlysparsethat no quantitative assessments
can be made.

Hence a more fruitful

course is to de-
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termine how much of the deviation may be attributed
to the 3-D geometryof the flow. Here the Mauna Loa
coronalmapsprovidean impressionof the globalconfiguration of the solar wind, and we can draw upon latent
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icantly northward, while B expandedacrossthe equator
from the south. Note, too, that while hole A remained
orientednearly north-southand B continuedto lie diagonally,the boundariesare not at all smoothand regular.

The geometriesevident in Figure4 must be interinformationin the flow angledeflectionsacrossthe CIRs
preted cautiously. Each map is compositedof individto infer somethingof the local flow geometry.
Figure4 presentslatitude-longitudecontourplots of ual line-of-sightaveragestaken over 14 days' time and
coronalpolarizationbrightnessat r - 1.5R$ for CR1617 refersto structure visible near one height in the corona.
(top) andCR1618(bottom),asmeasured
by theMauna Both eclipsephotographsand theoreticalconsiderations
Loa Solar Observatory. The two coronalholesmarked suggestthat substantial spatial evolution may occur
A and B in each plot are the sourceof the interplane- outward from the nominal 1.5R$ height of the maps.
tary solar wind streams of interest to this study. The Moreover,it is the configurationof the hole boundaries

heliospheric
currentsheet(HCS) is not indicatedhere, at unseenhigherlevels(perhapsasfar out asthe Alfven
but it is usually generated by connectingthe points of radius)that determines
the geometryandorientationof
peak brightnessin the plot. The heliographiclatitude the solarwind streamsobservedin interplanetary space.
of Earth (whichdiffersfrom that of P10, Pll by only That is, the stream interfaceobservedby interplanetary
spacecraftas a relatively thin shear layer betweenfast
J:1.6ø at this time) wasnear 7øN.
Although the overall pattern is relatively stable, de- and slowflowsis directlyrelatedto the (presumably
tails of the contoursoutlining the holesdo changebe- sharp) borderbetweenoutflowfrom a hole and outtween the two rotations. In CR1618, A retreated signif- flow associated with the streamer belt at coronal levels.
CR 1617

o
o

ß

•

CR 1618

180

•

560

Figure 4. Map of coronalbrightness,as observedby the Mauna Loa SolarObservatory.Contour

levelsare 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 PB x 10-s. This basicconfiguration
persisted
for manymonths,
with minor changesfrom rotation to rotation.
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Figure 5. Details of interfacestructureat Pioneer 11 for both streamsin the two rotations. In
eachsegmentof the figure,the top panel showssolarwind speed,the middle panel overlaysthe

east-west
(solid)andnorth-south
(dots)flowdeflections,
andthe bottompanelis a hodograph
of
the two nonradialcomponents
(beginand endtimesrelativeto interface"IF" passageindicated
in hours).
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The HCS itself is not necessarilycoincidentwith the
centroidof the streamerbelt, and the streamerbelt it-

are known as well. In particular, the former study sug-

geststhat the southernhemisphere
(streamsBx, B2 ) in

selfcanvaryconsiderably
in cross-sectional
width [e.g., 1974 tendedto rotate slightlyfaster than the CarpingWinterhalteret al. 1994]. Hence,althoughwe expect ton rate, which would causethe simulatedstreamsto
the orientations of the HCS and the stream fronts to be lag the observations.The maximumlongitudinalshift
introduced by this mechanismcan be estimated from
similarin general,they neednot be identical.
Nevertheless,severalpatterns do emerge.First, with the fractionalvariationin rotationrates(~4%) operregardto CR1617,we arguethat the excellentpredic- ating over the net spiral offsetbetweenIMP and Pitions for stream A x stem from the fact that it so closely oneer(about 1/2 rotation), implying~70 error. For
conforms to the 2-D idealization of the model: The coro-

stream Bx in CR1617 this shift is in the right senseand

nal map showsthe parentholeasorientednearlynorth- large enoughto accountfor much of the discrepancy;
south,andthe trackof the spacecraft
runsrightthrough for CR1618, the magnitudeis quite sufficient,but the
the middle of it. The poor showingfor stream Bx, on senseis wrong. Note that differentialrotation implies
that is, there is no framein which
the other hand, may be attributed to the unfavorable true time dependence;
locationof the spacecrafttowardthe extremenorthern the entire pattern is steady, and the purely coporating
formulation used in the simulations becomes increasboundaryof the parent hole.
In CR1618, the spacecrafttrack muchcloserto the ingly deficientas the differentialincreases.
Finally, it is obviousthat real coronalstructuresand
boundaryof A2 than in the previousrotation,but more
nearlythroughthe body of B2. SinceB2 is broaderin the associatedinterplanetary flows are not absolutely
longitudethan A2 andits speedprofileis alsolesssteep stable. The magnitudeof variation introducedby weak
(judgingby the 1-AUobservations),
the dynamical
in- temporalevolutionat the coronalsource(andby differteractionin B2 shouldbe moregradual. Hencethe error entialrotation,as well) remainsan unknown.
causedthroughneglectof the full 3-D geometryin the
modeloughtto be of lessconsequence
for B2 than for
Flow Deflections
A2, whichexplainsin part why it is modeledmoresuccessfully.

Howeverliterally the plots of Figure4 are taken, if
the coronalgeometryis invokedto explainthe radial
mappingdiscrepancies,
it mustaccountfor two distinct
types of errors. First, as in A2, the CIR occursat approximatelythe correctlongitude,but the waveform
of the variationsis badly askew;second,as in B2, the
waveformreplicatesthe observations
quitewell, but the
CIR is bodilyshiftedin longitude.(StreamBx exhibits

As stated above,if the globalgeometryin the corona
is suchas to generatestrong3-D interactions,then sub-

ferentcuts througha 3-D structure;and (2) the 3-D

cot, •. e/•p

stantial north-south

deflections should be observed in

the resultingCIRs. It has previouslybeen suggested

[Pizzo,1982,Figure17 andassociated
discussion]
that

the large-scalespatial orientation of extended, sufficientlyregularstreamfronts can be inferredfrom the
associatedpattern of north-southand east-westflow deflections.
These deflectionscan be of relatively large
both typesof error,but predominantly
the shift.)
Were the coronalstructure both absolutelystable and amplitude,with their phasingand magnitudebeingderigidly rotating, then the 3-D geometrycould affect termined largely by the geometryof the flow at the
interplanetaryCIRs in two ways: (1) the phaseand coronalsource(seealsoPizzo[1991]). In particular,
waveform
woulddependon the latitudeof observationthe relative amplitudesof the north-southdeflectione
simplybecausedifferentspacecraftwouldbe taking dif- and the east-westdeflectionT shouldbe given by
structure leads to 3-D dynamical transport, i.e., pres-

(1)

suregradientsin the meridionaldirectiondrive north- where, is the includedanglebetweenthe stream front
south deflectionsof the flow, enhancedshearingrelieves andthe solarequator.(For tilted-dipoleflowconfigurathe compressional
interactions,and soon. Sincethe Pi- tions, t is closelyrelatedto, but not necessarilythe same
oneerspacecraftdiffer from Earth in hellographiclat- as,the dipoletilt angle.)This concepthasprovenuseitudeby • 1.6ø, it would'appearthat bothkindsof ful in explaininglarge-scalesystematicnonradialflow
in the outerheliosphere
[Pizzo,1994a]and,
mappingerrorscomingfrom the formersourceshould deflections
be minimal. Both longitudinal shifts and changein morerecently,in elucidatingthe geometryof CIR strucwaveform could arise from latter source, since the in- tures observedby Ulysseswell off the ecliptic plane
by theseresults,
tensity of the interactionand propagationspeedscan [Pizzoand Gosling,1994].Encouraged
be affected.
we find it worthwhileto investigatehow well the deflecDifferential rotation in the corona can also contribute
tions observedby P10 and Pll conformto this notion.
Where the CIR can be modeled as a locally planar
to the error, even if the hole structuresthemselvesare
high-pressure
ridge, (1) impliesthat a time sequence
relatively stable. The Carpingtonsolarrotation rate of
of
the
nonradial
flow deflectionsplotted as e versus•
25.38ø/day(sidereal)is usedin the computation,
but it
is well established that coronal structures can exhibit
should thereforeform a straight line with slope cott.

a rangeof rates (~25-26 days,sidereal),whichvary Flow deflectionsacrossthe four CIRs observedby Pll
with both latitude and time [Fisher and $ime, 1984; in the two rotations of interest are shownin Figure 5. In
Hoeksemaand $cherrer,1987];hemisphericdifferences each case,the top panel showsa segmentof the speed
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profile registeredto the time of passageof the stream
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the sourceshould greatly exacerbatethis process.The

interface(hour - 0), and just belowis an overlayof HCS, for example, is known even at i AU to be conthe associated
east-west(solid)andnorth-south(dots) siderablymore corrugatedon the large scalethan corodeflections;the squarepanel at bottom is a hodograph nal mapssuggest[e.g., Villante et al., 1979; Goslinget
of the nonradial deflections,with start and end points al., 1981],and the tilts can differ appreciably(someasannotated(in hours,relativeto interfacepassage). timespointingin the oppositedirection)from what is
For A1 (Figure5a),the flowdeflections
are predomi- inferredfrom sourcesurfaceprojections[Shodhahet al.,
nantly east-west,consistentwith the idea that the com- 1994].Henceit is not unreasonable
to supposethat the
pressionridge of the CIR runs nearly north-south.For entire slow flow band in which the HCS is embedded
B1, on the other hand, the amplitudesare smaller, and
the progressionof angle in the hodographplot meanders about, so that a straight line fit to the track is

questionable.Indeed,at P10 (not shown),the hodograph trajectory is rather morelike a rotation, whichis
the pattern expectednear the latitudinal boundary of
a 3-D CIR structure(seepanel3 of Figure17 of Pizzo

[1982]).
In CR1618, the hodographsportray the clean linear
trajectoriescharacteristicof tilted, locally planar fronts.
Figure5c indicates that A2 is inclined roughly 30o to

the spin axis (i.e., the angle, betweenthe front and
the equatoris ~60ø), as projectedonto the latitudelongitudesurface.(The full 3-D orientationof the front

is also warped and irregular. We therefore conjecture
that the situation with respect to north-south flow deflections may be analogousto that for the spiral field
angle: At any time and placethe field angle can wander
all about, but in the mean it comesnearly to the Parker
value. Likewise,the flow anglesare subjectto local fluctuations causedby small-scaleroughnessin the stream
front structure, but they should,on average,reflect the

large-scale
orientationof the front. (Note that this applies preferentially to north-south deflections;east-west
deflectionsare directly driven by the rotational interaction, and are thus far more constrainedby global dy-

namics.)

Hencewe tentatively concludethat althoughsystematic north-southdeflectionsin CIRs are indeedthe sigillustratedin Figure2 of Pizzo[1991].That is, the re- nature of the 3-D geometry,they must be interpreted
lation for cot, involves only two of the three flow com- gingerly, especially near the ecliptic plane where the
ponents.) Stream B2 is tilted evenfurther poleward, overall dynamic structure is complicatedmost by rotathe implied , m 60ø. But there is an evident flaw in tional effects.
also dependsupon the spiral wrapping of the front, as

the theoretical

scenario:

Both streams are inclined

the

"wrong" way. That is, sinceA• is a northerly stream,
we would expect the meridional componentof the nonradial flow first to deflect southward

CIR, and then to swingbacknorthwardafter passageof
the interface; for the southerly stream B• we would expect the reversesequence.Yet Figures5c and 5d clearly
show the oppositebehavior.
This effectis real and is definitely not simply an error
in coordinatespecification;it has previouslybeen noted
that

the sense of the meridional

Summary and Discussion

at the front of the

deflections

in a few

high-latitude CIRs observedby Ulyssesalso runs con-

We have shown that in those circumstances

where the

modelshouldworkwell (i.e., whenthe streamconfiguration bestemulatesan idealsteady,2-D state) it does
so, down to the details of various dynamical structures
in the flow. Conversely,in those caseswhere it should

not (i.e., where the 3-D aspectsof the geometryare
pronounced)
it doesnot. Temporalvariationsundoubtedly contribute to inaccuraciesin the performance of

trary to expectations[Goslinget al., 1993].We believe the model, but it is clear that 3-D effectsplayed a sigthat the resolution

of the dilemma

lies in the fact that

the flow deflectionsare indicative mainly of the local, as
opposedto global, orientationof the stream front. The
3-D simulations offered to explain the Ulyssesobserva-

tions [Pizzo and Gosling,1994]were predicatedupon
a highly idealized tilted-dipole flow, in which the slow
flat. Becauseof the inordinate smoothnessof the input
conditions, out to ~5 AU both northern and southern high-speedstreamsin this two-sectorflow maintain
a uniform pattern of north-southdeflectionsall along
each CIR. At greater heliocentricdistances,however,
3-D interactionsbegin to corrugatethe initially smooth
CIR fronts, particularly at heliocentriclatitudes lying

within the extremesof the HCS band (seeFigure1 of
Pizzo [1994b]),suchthat locallythe north-southorientation can be oppositeto the prevailing senseof the
dipole tilt configuration.
Smaller-scaleirregularities embedded in the flow at

nificant, perhaps dominant, role in the caseof the 1974
streams. A cursory perusal of the Pioneer record for
this period revealsmany instancesof substantial northsouthflow deflectionsaccompanyingCIR fronts, so 3-D
effectsmay be expectedto be the rule, rather than the
exception, in CIR evolution.
Although the pattern of north-south flow deflections
acrossa CIR front is indicative of the presenceof 3-D
structure, our results suggestthat warps and folds in
the flow structure may frustrate attempts to infer the
general orientation on more than a local scale. The consistencyof the deflectionsseenby Ulyssesnear the top
of the streamerbelt probably stemsfrom the reduction

in longitudinalvariation in the coronaat high latitudes;
that is, the flow there is simpler and more uniform than
it is near the ecliptic, which permits a more direct interpretation of the flow deflections.A statistical study
of the relationship betweenthe north-south flows in Pioneer CIRs and coronal sourceconditionsis currently
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underway. [A similarinvestigationof streamfrontsin Gosling,J. T., S. J. Bame, D. J. McComas,J. L. Phillips,

the innerhel!osphere
is alsoin progress;
G. Lindsay, V. J. Pizzo, B. E. Goldstein,and M. Neugebauer,Latitu-

dinal variation of solar wind corotating stream interaction
privatecommunication,
1994].
regions:Ulysses,Geophys.Res. Lett., œ0,2789, 1993.
This study lends strong credenceto the view that Hoeksema,J. T., and P. H. Scherrer,Rotation of the coronal
the physicalcontentof currentmultidimensional
MHD
magneticfield,Astrophys.
J.,318, 428, 1987.
modelsprovidesan entirely adequatedescriptionof in- King, J., InterplanetaryMedium Data Book, Rep. NSSDC
terplanetary dynamicalmechanismson the large scale.
77-0/, pp. 1-28, NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md., 1977.
In light of recer:tsuccesses
in simulatinghigh-latitude
CIR structureobservedby Ulysses[Pizzoand Gosling, Pizzo, V., A three-dimensionalmodel of corotating streams
1994],this conclusion
wouldappearto extendto global in the solar wind, 3, Magnetohydrodynamicstreams, Y.

Geophys. Res., 87, 4374, 1982.
aspectsof the flow structure, at least insofaras corotatPizzo,V. J., The evolutionof corotatingstreamfrontsnear
ing structuresare concerned.Thus there is justification
the ecliptic plane in the inner solar system, 2, Threefor taking confidencein predictionsby suchmodelsof
dimensionaltilted-dipole fronts, Y. GeøPhys. Res., 96,
large-scaledynamicalphenomenanot readily accessi- 5405, 1991.
ble to in situ observationand for conductingfurther Pizzo, V. J;, Global, quasi-steadydynamicsof the distant
solar wind, 1, Origins of north-south flows in the outer
such simulations to study the evolution and merging
hellosphere, Y. Geophys.Res., 99, 4173, 1994a.
of streamsin the outer heliosphere.Whether multidiPizzo, V. J., Global, quasi-steadydynamicsof the distant somensionaltime-dependentstructurecan be modeledsO
lar wind, 2, Deformationof the heliospheric
currentsheet,
faithfully remains to be proven, but continuedinvestiY. Geophys.Res., 99, 4185, 1994b.
gationof 3-D Processes
manifestin the combinationof Pizzo,V. J., and J. T. Gosling,3-D simulationof highlatitudeinteraction
regions:Comparison
with Ulysses
rePioneer, Voyager,Ulysses,and other relevant data sets
suits, GeøPhys.
Res.Left., œ1,2063,1994.
providesa soundbasisfor continuedprogress.
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